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COMMITTEE NEWS

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2018

Happy Christmas & New Year
Remember to check with your
Convenors/Tutors the dates of
Break up and Return.

Late February

The International Flower and Garden Show
will be held in March 2018; earlier than last
year. The Show to run from the 21st to the 25th
March and set up by us will be on 18th March.
Hopefully your individual application forms
should reach you before the 1st February.
Thank you to the Australia Music Examination
Board for their wonderful donation of office
furniture to our Room 2 Art Room. The tables
are in such good condition and we need to be
mindful of protecting them with either sheets
of Newspaper or Plastic. Please do not move
this office furniture around; it is heavy and we
do not wish to produce weakening of the legs.
Donations of second hand art materials such as
frames, paints, brushes are not required. Please
do not leave things of this nature at our rooms.

Above: Awards Show 2017: Top Right Sue Fricker at the Front
Entrance: Lower Right: Viewers in front of “Morning Light” by
Giulianna Del Popolo Voting People’s Choice Award.

Workshop with Julian Bruere:
Julian will be teaching a one day workshop
in our rooms in late February. Numbers will
be limited so get in early. The cost will be
$110 and will include morning and afternoon
tea. Please call or email Di Gardner (0409
016 695 or dgardner@bigpond.net.au).
21st March 2018 until 25th March 2018.
The Melbourne International
Flower and Garden Show:
Royal Exhibition Buildings:

Report on Julian Breure’s Demonstration Sat 11th Nov: by Diane Gardner
What a wonderful afternoon was had by all who attended Julian's demonstration.
We had a fabulous turn up with 28 people (members and non-members).
We had already had a taste of Julian's witty personality at our recent award show
and so many of us were looking forward to his demo.
In his early days Julian was a designer, illustrator and then in animation.
When he was in animation they used to have “in-betweeners” who would fill in the
frames between the artists drawing of each new event thus linking them together.
Sometimes the “in-betweeners” would draw hundreds of drawings filling in the "gaps".
As we have already said in previous newsletters his mother Marion was a Foundation
Member of DVAS and Julian attended as a young boy with her.
Julian basically pre-pencilled a landscape scene on a full sheet of watercolour paper and had spattered a few dots
of burnt sienna over the paper ready for later when it was wet so they would blend into the landscape. He used
Saunders paper simply because it was the cheapest at the time. He held up his paint palette against the painting
to show us what he would be using. Everyone laughed thinking what a mess but when you see what he does with
it, it becomes obvious a pristine palette isn't necessary. He said always works top to bottom and a filbert (1cm)
is his core brush.
Julian said he always has a plan when starting his work sometimes even writing his plan on the painting in
pencil but it doesn't mean he will stick to it.
His favourite colours are Burnt Sienna, the blues – cobalt and ultramarine, orange, Alizarin. Raw sienna is his go
to colour. He said it really blends the Australian landscape and there is nothing wrong with any colour as long as
the context is right. Burnt sienna and ultramarine makes ripper darks!
He sprayed water onto the top section of the paper and began painting the clouds allowing the dribble to happen
and what it does is to be used later. He occasionally used a tissue to take out some colour but only lightly and
also sprayed water onto the upper area for the paint to blend.
When he was happy with the upper section he commenced the mid section, the shed and the gum tree areas. In
that mid area, while it was wet, he sprinkled breadcrumbs onto the surface (yes you are reading right breadcrumbs!). He said they absorb colour in a different way and they slow up the drying process allowing him
to work longer on the painting. They also give the painting that landscape look and feel.
Julian said backgrounds are great but it is so easy to overdo them and also good to have rubbishy bits painted in,
not to represent anything in particular, just to bring the eye to the many details of the painting.
He used a rigor brush to detail the tree trunks and branches and gave the gum trees tiny tops and raggy bottoms
putting in the branches at the same time. He paints top to the base with darks allowing gravity to bring it down.
He said we can paint in some individual leaves even though we are told we can't, we can. All the time he was
painting he sprayed it with water allowing the water to blend what he had done. He then used the side edge of a
knife to scrape it through his painting in long strokes. He even invited members up to have a go and 2 did!
He said make the painting perform and do the things you want it to do and if it doesn't then use whatever it does
to your advantage and create something else in it. You can always add to it. Try not to worry about the end result
too much. Let it evolve as you go. It may change and that is great. Just don't over work it.
I think everyone there was inspired by the work he had done and thoroughly enjoyed the light-hearted session.
Note: Julian will be teaching a one day workshop in our rooms in late February. Numbers will be limited so get
in early. The cost will be $110 and will include morning and afternoon tea. Please call or email Di Gardner
(0409 016 695 or dgardner@bigpond.net.au).

ANNUAL AWARDS SHOW
?

Top Row Paintings by Neil Crammer, Giuliana Del Popolo, Peter McGough “Hurry Home”
Next Row: Jim Rose, Jan Davidson, Sculpture by Jo Seymour.
Next Row: Ray MacMinn, Mary Lanfranchi, Serge Daeffler,
Last Row: Anna Dalton and family members, Kevin Bullen & Ellen Jenkins, Jo Seymour
(sculptor) and June Reaby winner of best watercolour.

Christmas Nebula from
The Hubble Telescope:

Victorian Artists Supplies
Suppliers of quality Artist’s materials
715 Main Road Eltham, Vic. 3095
Phone/Fax: (03) 9439 8798
Dianne has many specials and don’t forget DVAS members still
have a further 10% off all purchases.

Above Left: Ray MacMinn at the Awards Show
demonstrating his painting skills.
Left: Heli Apted for Best Acrylic “Balls Pyramid”
Above: Ellen Jenkins Sculptor at Awards Show
demonstrating her clay modelling skills

